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„SuitablE candidatES can bE 
Found in EvEry country“
How does executive search in emerging markets differ from senior recruitment in 
europe?
in countries such as india, russia or iran, it is important to assign the leadership posi-
tions with trustworthy personalities who understand how an international company ticks.
candidates with sufficient technical qualifications are relatively easy to find in most 
countries. more important is the intercultural fit. a managing director needs not only 
to deliver results in his respective country, but has at the same time to function in an 
international structure.
important keywords here are compliance understanding, leadership style and famili-
arity with working in a matrix system with its multidirectional reporting paths. 
in germany, the united kingdom or denmark, these skills can usually be assumed. 
in the emerging markets, they are sought-for features of candidates with a track 
record in international companies. 
career moves and new appointments take place more dynamically in places like 
iran, the gulf States, russia and asia, than in Europe. in many countries, employ-
ees’ term of notice is only a few weeks, and the willingness to change the employer 
is generally high. this is sometimes uncomfortable for European companies, whose 
decision-making processes often require a lot of time.

Can the experiences from one emerging market be transferred to the others? Does 
not the respective country‘s culture play an important role?
of course, the conditions are not identical in all emerging markets, but the observa-
tions described above can be generalized to some extent. the respective culture of 
the country plays a role, of course. however, it should not be the company, which 
adapts itself 100 percent to the country culture. rather, the local executives should 
bring the skills to thrive in both the local and the corporate cultures. they assume 
an important bridge function between the corporate world and the local realities. 

a multinational organization operates at all its sites according to fairly uniform prin-
ciples. a chinese or iranian manager must adhere to the same rules as his colleague 
in Finland or France. candidate assessment must thus focus on the ability to adhere 
to international corporate standards, values and procedures. candidates without 
prior experience with international companies usually lack these fundamental skills.

Christian Tegethoff
managing director
ct Executive Search

More than 40 percent of European exports go to countries outside the European Uni-
on, with the USA, China, Switzerland, Turkey and Russia being the largest customers.

Accordingly, it is important for companies to organize their international sales effec-
tively and to place strong candidates into the local management positions. However, 
executive search in the emerging markets poses some distinct challenges. 
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what should companies consider when entering a new market?
Placing the right people into the executive roles is the key to company success 
when entering a new market. as described, compliance awareness and manage-
ment skills are key skills. if incumbents lack these, the subsidiary risks to start on the 
wrong tracks from the outset. the resulting problems can then sometimes be cor-
rected only with considerable difficulty.
while some companies place due emphasis on a thorough and objective selection 
of candidates, they neglect the incorporation of the new employees and then exert 
insufficient leadership and control. this is one reason why we often see subsidiaries 
in the emerging markets that are largely detached from the parent company. Some 
develop their own lives. in these cases, local management tends to assign key roles 
with their people – often to the detriment of the parent company.
local management can be creative when it comes to developing black schemes, as 
an example from russia shows. the managing director of a manufacturing subsidi-
ary in the moscow region teamed up with the chief accountant. the duo cashed 
in while selecting suppliers, granted discounts in exchange for kickbacks and main-
tained a partly virtual payroll list, remunerating non-existent employees.
without being paranoid, group management should be aware of the risks associ-
ated with remote and neglected subsidiaries. control and firm integration into the 
group structures are proven methods to avoid such scenarios.

what are the salary levels for executives in emerging markets?
Salary levels differ enormously from country to country. there are also considerable 
fluctuations over time, as foreign exchange rates can be very volatile relatively to 
euro and dollar. of course, the remuneration levels also reflect the cost of living in 
the respective economy. For example, remuneration in iran is very much below sal-
ary levels in the united arab Emirates.
the regional labor markets are also quite heterogenous within the individual coun-
tries. For instance, the chinese tier 1 cities have little in common with remote 
provinces.
because of the large number of influencing factors, generalized statements on this 
issue are impossible. a sensible answer can only relate to a certain position at a 
specific location.

Are there suitable candidates in all emerging markets? should a company prefer 
to send an expatriate?
in principle, suitable candidates for successfully managing a subsidiary can be 
found in every target country. however, the size of the corresponding candidate 
pool varies from country to country.
in iran, which has been isolated for many years due to strict sanctions, the supply of 
internationally experienced candidates is currently relatively low. other emerging 
markets are home to large international business communities, e.g. china or the 
gulf States. 
accordingly, there are many managers who have been trained in international 
companies and are well-versed in multinational structures.
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Thomas Piontek 
has worked as vice President 
hr at cargolux and aScom 
ag. as a Partner in renowned 
german executive search 
firms, he later managed 
numerous national and inter-
national assignments. Piontek 
spent the last four years in 
Siberia, where he served as 
regional Senior manager hr 
for oil & gas service provider 
kca deutag.

For which positions did you predominantly recruit in your time in russia?
our vacancies were more in the technical management sector, rather than in the 
administrative functions. in the technical field, we were mainly looking for rig man-
agers. as many positions as possible were assigned with internal candidates from 
the other countries in which kca deutag is active. 
our company policy preferred placing internal people, even though there might 
sometimes have been better external candidates. new colleagues from outside could 
have given new impulses here and there and would have had a fresh look on things.
we have hired various it staff, logisticians and other specialists, who had ap-
proached us directly. our basic goal was and is nationalization. by employing 
russian employees, we wanted to further improve the acceptance of the company 
with partners and customers. in many positions, we have placed expatriates only if 
no suitable candidates were found locally.

what are the specific challenges for recruiting in russia?
Sometimes the credibility of the information provided in cvs and other application 
documents is lower, certificates provided could be faked. 
in principle, everything should be checked, including supposed professional quali-
fications - these are not always equivalent to European standards. we have often 
had the experience that we had to train supposedly „finished“ people on the job.

consider the enormous regional differences in russia. moscow and St. Petersburg 
can be understood as „emerging markets“, the regions east of urals can be con-
sidered as a developing country in some respects. the availability of specialist and 
managerial staff is lower here, although this depends on the specific position.
an example: we have drilled in komi, towards the Jamal Peninsula. on the ground, 
there are practically no specialist workers, who must then be recruited and brought 
there from other places. 

“ruSSianS makE quick dEciSionS”

intErviEw

locations like Shanghai, Singapore, moscow or dubai host many European expatri-
ates, who have moved permanently to these cities. as „local expatriates“, they often 
represent an interesting alternative to native candidates and to „classic“ expatriates, 
who are seconded from the company headquarters.
however, local candidates are often preferred for sales-oriented positions. dealing 
with customers and distributors requires a solid knowledge of the respective coun-
try‘s culture and language – here, most expatriates have deficits in comparison to 
native managers. 
Expatriates are more valuable when the focus lies on transfer of technologies or 
processes. as the bearers of corporate culture, expatriates sent from headquarters 
can help to integrate local corporate structures more effectively into the international 
organization.
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How does recruiting in Germany differ from recruiting in russia?
Searching in germany takes longer because there are differences in terms of leg-
islation and work culture. notice periods are longer, the candidates‘ willingness 
to move is lower. in russia, changes happen faster and more spontaneous - which 
naturally has advantages and disadvantages.
the availability of qualified employees is generally lower in russia, germany has a 
higher “candidate density”. the dimensions of „loyalty“ and „sense of affiliation to 
the company“ are less pronounced in russia due to cultural circumstances. russians 
make decisions more quickly.
in russia, geography sometimes stands in the way of a simple personnel planning. 
if i want to move a manager from tyumen to moscow, then i have to offer so much 
more that the company is no longer ready for it. the differences between city and 
countryside are immense, which is much more pronounced in russia than in ger-
many. in comparison, regional differences in germany are negligible.

when do you think placing expatriates makes sense?
whenever a key position is to be filled and no local candidates of appropriate qual-
ity are available. however, the expatriate must be affordable from a commercial 
point of view. often, assigning a headhunter with a search is worthwhile - inhouse 
recruitment instruments are usually not sufficient to identify suitable candidates.
we also have good experience with market mappings, as they are offered by some 
hr consultancies and executive search firms. “market mapping” basically means 
an analysis of the candidate market. the hr consultancy determines which concrete 
persons work with competitors and peers, what their professional backgrounds are 
and if they are basically willing to change the employer.
this helps to optimize your own remuneration systems and, above all, to be able to 
approach potential candidates quickly if there is a short-term demand.

what advice do you have for Hr professionals who need to assign a senior posi-
tion in an emerging market?
you need to get a sense for the target country and have a high degree of empathy. 
at the same time, you should bring a high degree of frustration tolerance.
it is important to see candidates not only “through your own glasses“. the assess-
ment should be based both on your individual values and the requirements of the 
target country. the candidate must be able to get results in russia, otherwise the 
whole is „a knee shot“!
when identifying, approaching and selecting suitable candidates, a headhunter 
who is active in the country and who has experience there can be very helpful. the 
prerequisite is that he understands the requirements of the company and can assess 
whether a certain candidate is able to successfully operate in the target country. 



ExEcutivE SEarch ExPErtS in aSia, ruSSia&ciS 
and thE middlE EaSt

ct Executive Search assists international companies in recruitment for key positions in middle and senior 
management. we set ourselves apart through a clear focus on the economic areas of the middle East, 
asia, russia and the other countries of the former Soviet union, and on sectors in which our consultants 
feel perfectly at home due to many years of experience. 

via structured and documented searches processes, our consultants ensure access to the best candidates 
on the market. they are experts in cross-border recruitment processes and familiar with the characteristics 
that candidates require in order to work successfully in multinational companies.
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